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ABSTRACT

BY UNDERSTANDING THE MAOIST APPROACH TO REVOLUTION AND ITS INHERENT CONTRADICTIONS, INSIGHTS WILL BE GAINED ON TALIBAN VULNERABILITIES, by Major Shepherd N. Han, 94 pages.

The Maoist Revolutionary model provides a template of a successful revolution. Both the Taliban and the Chinese underwent similar circumstances. Both movements formed as a result of failed states seeking ways to restore unity and order within their environments. The purpose of this thesis is to use the Maoist revolutionary model to gain insights in vulnerabilities within the current Taliban strategy. First, the thesis examines the history behind both movements to determine if there are any contextual similarities. Second, it studies Mao’s philosophies on revolution using his major works. These philosophies are applied to the Taliban to gain insights on their weaknesses. Last, the thesis looks at Mao’s ideas in protracted war and problems conducting guerrilla warfare. The relevance of these ideas are applied to the Taliban to understand what threatens their strategic overall success from a Maoist perspective.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Background

The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) provided Mao a means to implement his revolutionary ideas. Mao Tse Tung managed to execute his revolutionary agenda successfully. Through his various selected works, one could see how the strategy of his revolutionary movement evolved. Using classical Marxism and some elements of Leninism as his baseline, Mao modified the ideology to fit conditions in China. Mao’s ideas on conducting protracted war also revealed issues he had to face when mobilizing forces, building popular support for the CCP, and gaining power of the central government in the process. Mao also wrote about problems in executing guerrilla warfare against both the Kuomintang (KMT) as well as the Imperial Japanese invasion. Mao’s writings and actions provided examples and explanations as to what led to his success.

The research examined various issues Mao faced in gaining popular support for the CCP during the Chinese Civil War. These issues dealt mostly with maintaining cohesion within the CCP long enough to achieve strategic success through protracted war. The study further determined whether these same issues apply to the Taliban’s attempts to regain control of Afghanistan, and establish its Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan (IEA). Knowing whether similar issues existed between Mao’s and the Taliban movements revealed possible vulnerabilities in the Taliban’s strategy.
Revolution is a “major, sudden, and hence typically violent alteration in government and in related associations and structures.”¹ This action is a human solution. For this reason, revolutionary strategies have vulnerabilities in their design. Therefore, each action in a revolutionary movement is a calculated one and ideally linked with an overarching ideology and supporting strategy. Without the presence of a well thought-out strategy, it is unlikely a revolutionary movement can reach its envisioned endstate.

The Research Question

The research topic used the Maoist revolutionary approach to examine the Taliban’s current strategy, and gain insights on the movements suggested vulnerabilities. Several questions needed to be answered to understand historical context behind the formation of each revolutionary strategy. The primary question addressed was: “Could Mao’s revolutionary approach even be compared to the Taliban’s strategy?” This required a close examination of both movements’ ideologies and the motivations of both leaders. These movements’ historical similarities validated whether the research study was viable.

Once the backgrounds were checked and deemed comparable, this study led to the second primary question: “What were the fundamentals of Mao’s revolutionary approach?” The study examined the relevant fundamentals of Maoism by referencing his Selected Works dealing with revolution. The study defined what the Taliban’s strategy

was from its rise in 1996 up to the present day using recent events. The Taliban’s strategy was superimposed over the Maoist revolutionary approach to gain insights on vulnerabilities.

Comparison of both strategies distinguished whether common fundamentals existed between the CCP’s and the Taliban’s strategy. This led the researcher to answer the secondary questions: “What were the commonalities in terms of history, ideology and components in each revolutionary strategy?” as well as “What did Mao’s revolutionary approach have that Taliban did not?” After these secondary actions were answered, they all merged to answer the research question.

Chapter Overviews

The Literature Review presented the major works which influenced and shaped Mao. The second section provided an overview on some of Mao’s central Selected Works. These selected works described the theory that made up the core of Mao’s revolutionary approach. These features covered the roles peasants had as part of the CCP, and works that expressed Mao’s anti-imperialistic views. The third section introduced indispensable references that aided in understanding Mao’s revolutionary approach. Secondary sources were part of the fourth section which elaborated on the conditions leading to Maoism, as well as sources that discussed Mao’s political methods to maintain a tolerable level of mass-mobilization. The last section listed key sources on understanding the Taliban’s strategy and its desired outcomes.

---

The methodology in chapter 3 explained the approach that was used to answer the research question. The research first required a clear understanding of Maoism and how it was derived from Marxist-Leninism. The next phase discussed the Taliban’s history, ideology, and general strategy. The histories and ideologies were both compared for similarities, and validated the legitimacy of the research. The next phase of the study required superimposing Mao’s protracted war strategy onto the Taliban’s strategy to gain insights on potential vulnerabilities.

The Analysis and Interpretation of Evidence in chapter 4 provided a comprehensive explanation of Maoism and explored the historical context that led Mao to adopt Marxist-Leninism. In this chapter the author compared both movements’ histories, ideologies, and revolutionary actions. The collected vulnerabilities concentrated on how mass mobilization was affected by the original movement’s ideology. The research also found how mass mobilization was crucial to Mao’s protracted war strategy. This suggested that the concept of mass mobilization may have been just as important to the Taliban’s movement as well.

The conclusion in chapter 5 summarized the research and provided overall findings. The research showed that mass mobilization was the primary vulnerability to Mao’s success. Mao succeeded in maintaining mobilization of his army. It was determined his success was attributed to a well designed protracted war strategy. Applying the protracted war strategy to the Taliban revealed three insights. These insights dealt with the role ideology had in maintaining mass mobilization, the garnering of international support, and the problems behind maintaining cohesion.
Definitions

Bourgeoisie is used in Marxist thought and is the class of society that owns the most important means of production, through which it exploits the working class.³

Caliphate (*Khelafat*) is the system of government established in Islam and represented the political unity of the Muslim nation.⁴

Comprador is also a member of the Chinese merchant class who aided Western traders in China in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The term has come to denote those people who aided Western exploitation of China.⁵

Dialectic Materialism is concerned with the growth of the consciousness of man in society and not with the unfolding consciousness of the “world spirit.”⁶

Proletariat is the class of modern wage laborers who having no means of production of their own, are reduced to selling their labor power in order to live.⁷

Sharia is the body of knowledge used by Islamic scholars and lawyers in the various schools of jurisprudence that have emerged since the emergence of Islam.⁸

---


⁷Cahn, *Classics of Political and Moral Philosophy*, 865

**Vanguard** is the elite party cadre which according to Lenin, would be used to organize the masses as a revolutionary force and give effect to Communist planning.\(^9\)

**Scope**

The research concentrated on two particular periods. The first period covered the time between the 1911 Chinese Revolution up to the point Mao began writing his foundational essays on Communism in the late 1930s.\(^{10}\) The second period went from the start of the Chinese Civil War to the start of the 1937 Imperial Japanese Invasion. This period encompassed Mao’s validation of protracted war principles. Mao emphasized through his works, the role of mass mobilization when fighting against imperialist aggressors. The period between 1911 to 1937 was easiest to superimpose on the Taliban’s history and current efforts to regain power.

The research is a comparative political analysis, and evaluated the ideas of the Taliban and how they were applied against the CCP. The author did not delve into military tactics of protracted war, but looked at its purpose in a political context. As a result, the study transformed into a philosophical and populist one. The author revealed how irrelevant a military vulnerability was in revolutionary approaches as long as mass mobilization and self preservation were maintained. From the conclusions, the author determined military action was a tool to orchestrate a larger plan to isolate the enemy politically.


Importance of the Study

The author revealed insights on Taliban vulnerabilities using purely Maoist theories. It provided a different perspective on how the Taliban executed their strategy. The author also revealed a different way to look at insurgency and revolutionary action in comparison to Western versions of insurgency. I also looked for elements of universality in revolutionary approaches. The research supported the claim that revolutionary movements had similar functioning actions and characteristics that went beyond culture and time period.

Another importance was finding out how the formation of ideology could either benefit or detriment efforts to achieve victory by revolution. From the research, it was determined that ideology defined and selected the target audience to conduct revolutionary movement. The segment of population picked affected the strategy. Based on the research, I suggest that in developing an ideology it was important to foresee the receptiveness of it and determine whether it appealed to a majority of the population the leader wanted to influence.

The author attempted to look for any vulnerabilities in the Taliban strategy to suggest a method to counter them using an enemy-centric approach. The United States’ (US) current counterinsurgency doctrine is population-centric. The Counterinsurgency 3-24 goes over all the various elements that make up an insurgency, but does not direct planners to procedurally formulate the enemy’s strategy and objectives. With this research, I attempted to conduct an enemy focused analysis of the strategies to pinpoint vulnerabilities relevant to the leader of the insurgency.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Works Which Influenced Mao

Chinese literature and commentary heavily shaped Mao’s views on the causes and effects of Western influence prior to being exposed to the *Communist Manifesto* and accepting basic Marxism as his worldview. During the period of Chinese instability, there were several viewpoints on the effects of western influence. Scholars like T’an Ssu-t‘ung believed that the invasion of foreign powers “rid the country of what was rotten and illegitimate” within the government. Others such as Ch‘en Tu-hsiu believed that China’s misfortune resulted largely from her own weaknesses, and could be cured by learning from the West.” Classics such as *Romance of the Three Kingdoms* and *Water Margin* inspired Mao’s militaristic thinking heavily and his vision to reunite the Chinese back to its revered status. These works highlighted the warrior-stateman, and heroic bandits that took from the oppressive rich and helped the victimized poor. These were familiar figures, he sought to emulate.

Mao also explored contemporary Western ideologies. Karl Marx, Fredrick Engels, and Vladimir Lenin influenced Mao deeply. Mao indicated this influence by referring to Lenin’s work *What is to be Done?* and *Conспектus of Hegel’s Science of Logic* while

---


12 Ibid., 19.

13 Ibid.

14 Ibid., 23.
writing *On Practice*. Mao referred to Marx’s *Introduction of Political Economy and Engel’s Dialectics, Quantity and Quality* in his concepts of contradiction.\textsuperscript{15} Lenin’s arguments in particular helped inspire Mao to extend the Communist revolution into China. For Lenin the Communist world revolution could escape its Eurocentrism and travel into Asia.\textsuperscript{16} Yet in order to accomplish this, Mao had to determine the most effective societal arrangement to execute revolution in an underdeveloped country like China. At the same time the revolution needed to maintain fundamentals of Marx’s ideology. Mao’s *Selected Works* presented his solution to this problem, and is now referred to as Maoism.

**Mao Selected Works**

One journal article that led me to Mao’s works on insurgency and protracted warfare was Edward L. Katzenbach’s article—"The Revolutionary Strategy of Mao Tse-Tung."\textsuperscript{17} Katzenbach provided several footnotes on additional resources like Mao’s *Selected Works*. Mao has a collection of translated essays entitled *Selected Works of Mao Tse-Tung*. The collection consisted of ten volumes of Mao’s essays. Mao wrote his works

\textsuperscript{15}Mao Tse Tung, “On Contradiction,” in *Selected Works of Mao Tse Tung* (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1967), 1:346-347. Endnotes refer to all these works from Lenin, Marx, and Engel.

\textsuperscript{16}Schram, *The Political Thought of Mao Tse Tung*, 37.

between 1920 to 1976.\textsuperscript{18} This collection of work provided Mao‘s philosophies and opinions on world events, the central government, and interactions with leadership. The important works fell under three categories. The first category was Mao‘s ‘Report on an Investigation of the Peasant Movement In Hunan.’ In this investigation, Mao discussed the abilities and effectiveness of a nearby peasant organization. Mao came to the realization that a lower class population could organize within themselves.\textsuperscript{19} A peasant organization could form a formidable opponent against merchants and gentry taking advantage of them. The second category of essays were ‘On Contradiction,’ ‘On Practice,’ and ‘Dialectical Materialism.’ These three essays discussed his views of human nature and the justifications to form a single class of people to set the conditions for China to progress. The third category consisted of those works that characterized Mao’s use of guerrilla warfare. These essays included ‘On Protracted War’ and ‘Problems of Strategy in Guerrilla War Against Japan.’

‘Report On An Investigation of the Peasant Movement In Hunan’ was one of Mao’s earliest works. In it, Mao defended and praised the rise of peasant associations in Hunan. The realization of peasant effectiveness convinced him that this rural group could act as the vanguard of revolutionary movements.\textsuperscript{20} Mao observed how successful

\textsuperscript{18}The Marxist Archive site, http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/mao/selected-works/date-index.htm has a library of Mao Tse Tung’s works in chronological order.


\textsuperscript{20}Ibid., 1:32. ‘This great mass of poor peasants, or altogether 70 percent of the rural population, are the backbone of the peasant associations, the vanguard in the overthrow of feudal forces’
organizations of peasant associations were able to leverage against evil gentry and tyrants. Mao’s observations led him to believe that these associations had the potential to revise the existing Confucian system of authorities. These consisted of political, clan, religious, and masculine-centered establishments. To Mao, this antiquated system formed the basis of “imperialism, warlordism, and corrupt officialdom.”21 This system bound the Chinese people. In this groundbreaking investigation, Mao also examined the steps peasants used to mobilize successfully. Such steps comprised of implementing swift justice and restructuring administrative systems prone to corruption. Mao’s study of mass mobilization could also be tied to the Taliban in order to understand the reasons for its success and the sources of angst that motivate groups to join revolutionary movements.

Three major works that formed the basis of his theories were “Dialectical Materialism,” “On Practice,” and “On Contradiction,” and represented Mao’s attempts to qualify as a Marxist practitioner.22 Mao wrote “On Contradiction” to describe the existence of contradictions in society. “On Practice” discussed the way people gained knowledge through experiences, and realizing where they fell in the grand scheme of society. Mao emphasized the need to take action if one was to learn or change their current social condition. “Dialectical Materialism” was Mao’s description of the conflict between

21Ibid., 1:27. “The patriarchal-feudal class of local tyrants, evil gentry and lawless landlords is the cornerstone of imperialism, warlordism and corrupt officialdom.”

22Stuart R. Schram, Mao Tse Tung (Baltimore: Penguin Books,1974), 223. Lecture notes on “Dialectical Materialism,” “On Practice,” and “On Contradiction” are part of a single effort by Mao to come to terms with the philosophical basis of Marxism. This led to the development of Maoism. See also Schram, The Political Thought of Mao Tse-tung, 87.
idealism and materialism, and the need to see the environment in terms of absoluteness or matter in order to accurately assess conditions of class and the state.

Mao wrote –Dialectical Materialism” in 1938 as one of the foundational principles of Maoism. Mao in his lecture talked about how dialectical materialism was the thought process needed to rid society of classes, and enable it to progress. To Mao, the parochial system of Confucianism hindered the transformation of society.23 By ridding the lines that separate economic classes, Mao hoped to bring the population to unite the classes and cause them to work together mutually. The lecture separated society in the categories of the oppressing and the oppressed. Mao stated that the oppressing classes were for the most part more idealist than they were materialist.24 The oppressed formed the opposite category where they were more materialist than idealist.

The concept of idealism and materialism described two different methods used to interpret one’s surroundings and gain situational understanding. Those who thought in a materialistic sense, generally interpreted his surroundings absolutely. This absolute is represented by matter. Matter is tangible and defined reality. According to Mao, idealism failed to take into account the real forms and descriptions of matter. These two schools of thought distinguished the various classes. In order to form one social system, this

23Mao Tse Tung, –Dialectical Materialism,” in The Political Thought of Mao Tse Tung (New York: Praeger, 1970), 186. This book contains Mao’s essay Dialectical Materialism. “then we must struggle with all the old and rotten philosophical theories existing in China on the ideological front throughout the whole country.”

24Ibid.,185. –Idealism, in the process of its historical development, represents the ideology of the exploiting classes and serves reactionary purposes. Materialism, on the other hand, is the world view of the revolutionary class”
boundary needed to disappear. Two steps were needed to eliminate the boundary between idealistic and materialistic thinking.

The first step required the oppressed class to see their position in society. The oppressed class had a tendency of looking at the world from a materialist perspective. It was up to the oppressed class to identify and enlighten the rest of society who saw their surroundings idealistically. This was the first step required to form a single class of society. This was the only way Mao believed the Chinese people could become a progressive society rather than cycle continuously through an ineffective system of hierarchical rule.

Society was the highest form of matter, and had its own true dynamic. Only a specific action could enlighten those in society who saw surroundings idealistically. Dialectical materialism was the specific method used to form a single class of society. Mao stated that each form of matter had a true movement or dynamic. Conditions for progression were reached once society removed idealism and one class was formed.

In ‘On Contradiction,’” Mao made the case that everything in nature was made up of two parts that contradict. These contradictions were also present in social orders. Contradictions could also be described as opposites. These opposites were inseparable and complemented one another. This interaction between the two kept them linked and formed a single identity. With this idea, one was capable of identifying contradictions within the social order. One example of this was the relationship between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. One characteristic of the contradiction was that one side could

\[ \text{Mao, ‘On Contradiction,’” 1:317. For instance in mathematics integral and differential are contradictions. In physics positive and negative are contradictions.} \]
transform into the other. For example, the worker and the supervisor were contradictions, but it was possible for the worker to become the supervisor.\footnote{Ibid., 1:335. – In the revolutionary base areas under Communist leadership, the peasants have been transformed from being the ruled to being the rulers, while the landlords have undergone a reverse transformation.”}

A second characteristic was that there existed a level of particularity when contradictions were coupled together. A correct linkage had to be made between the two. For instance, Mao stated colonies were contradictions to imperialism.\footnote{Ibid., 1:331. – The other contradictions such as those between imperialism and the colonies are all determined or influenced by this principle contradiction.”}

With each particular set of contradictions came a specific action that could resolve the difference between them. Mao claimed that the contradiction between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie was resolved by the method of socialist revolution.\footnote{Ibid., 1:321. – The contradiction between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie is resolved by the method of socialist revolution.”}

In the essay, “On Practice,” Mao described his philosophies on the relationship between knowing and doing. It worked in conjunction with “On Contradiction” by the emphasis of three ideas. First, theorizing was useless without the chance to apply the theory. Second, only through application, could one gain further knowledge to refine approaches and reach desired endstates. Third, this knowledge enabled a man to apply actions that were accordant with the laws of the external world.\footnote{Mao Tse Tung, “On Practice,” in Selected Works of Mao Tse Tung (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1967), 1:296.}
First, Mao stated if someone sought knowledge, he must take part in the practice of changing reality and that all knowledge originated from direct experience. The contradiction between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie was resolved through a social revolution. Knowledge used to conduct an effective revolution could not be gained without an attempt to determine its viability.

Second, one gained further knowledge and succeeded through continual application. Mao stated that after a person failed, he drew lessons, corrected his ideas, and made them correspond to the laws of the external world. Completing the preceding actions turned failure into success. A purpose of the essay is to convince others that Maoism is a guide to action. Even though the revolution may occasionally fail, it is necessary to reach the ultimate end.

Third, this knowledge gave people a more holistic view of where they fell within the society. Mao stated that as man expanded his knowledge, he would eventually see his relationship with his fellow man in terms of material, political, and cultural life. Once this realization occurred, man could act through revolution to resolve the contradictions that made up his identity.

One way Mao demonstrated practice was through his participation in guerrilla warfare. Mao outlined the function and role of guerrilla operations in “On Protracted War” and “Problems of Strategy in Guerrilla War against Japan.” He recorded gained

---

30 Ibid., 1:300. “All genuine knowledge originates in direct experience.”

31 Ibid., 1:297. “After he fails, he draws lessons, corrects his ideas to make them correspond to the laws of the external world, and can thus turn failure into success.”

32 Ibid., 1:296.
knowledge through these operations. Mao’s “On Protracted War” described his overall strategy to fight against the Imperial Japanese using guerrilla tactics. This strategy consisted of three stages. The first covered a period of Mao’s strategic defensive. The second stage was the enemy’s consolidation and preparation for counter-offensive. The third was a counter-offensive followed by the enemy retreat. The intent of Mao’s protracted war was to gain strategic victory through guerrilla tactics. It also included exhausting the enemy and waiting for them to concede before moving on to a conventional attack phase.

“Problems of Strategy in Guerrilla War Against Japan” went through the important elements guerrilla movements depended on preserving one’s own strength and destroying that of the enemy. Guerrilla warfare incorporated the concepts of contradiction and practice. The contradiction was between sacrifice and self-preservation. The whole intent of guerrilla warfare revolved around preservation. Mao believed that in order to achieve this, a guerrilla army must exploit the shortage of the enemy’s troops and maintain the notion the enemy was pursuing a barbarous policy. One important aspect of the research looked into Mao’s emphasis on centralized command. To Mao, guerrilla warfare could not be successfully developed without some strategic centralized


34Mao Tse Tung, “Problems of Strategy In Guerrilla War Against Japan,” in Selected Works of Mao Tse Tung (Peking: Foreign Language Press, 1967), 2:81. “All guiding principles of military operations grow out of the one basic principle: to strive to the utmost to preserve one’s own strength and destroy that of the enemy.”

35Ibid., 2:86.
command." This centralized command idea was vital in coordinating guerrilla warfare within the war zone, and may help provide insights on vulnerabilities within the Taliban regime.
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Three references were indispensable to understand the Chinese Civil War and its important events. The first was Thomas Griess' *The Arab-Israeli Wars, the Chinese Civil War and the Korean War*. The section on the Chinese Civil War provided a detailed summary of the entire civil war. It provided explanations to why Sun Yat-sen, Mao and Chiang Kai Shek rose to power, and the impacts the Japanese invasion had on Mao’s philosophies on imperialism and mass mobilization. The second important work was David A. Graff and Robin Higham's *A Military History of China*. These authors gave summaries of other internal disputes that occurred prior to the 1911 Chinese Civil War. It helped understand what China went through prior to Mao discovering Marxist-Leninism. The final reference was the Marxist Internet Archive. This online source contained a library of all the works of the well known contemporary Marxists. Selected works from both Mao Tse Tung and Lenin were referenced from this site.

Scholars of Maoism

Stuart R. Schram provided two very important sources towards understanding the context and the evolution of Maoism. Schram wrote *The Political Thought of Mao Tse*.

---
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Tung and Mao Tse Tung. These two works were fundamental in gaining deeper understanding Mao’s insights, his motivations toward starting his Chinese Communist revolution, and his use of Communist doctrine to reach his strategic end.

The Political Thought of Mao Tse Tung was a study in the writings of Mao within a span of fifty years from the pre-Marxist period to 1967. Schram worked in conjunction with other Chinese experts to trace the evolution of Mao’s thought strictly through his major works. From the assessment, Schram evaluated Mao’s role as a leader, originality of thought, and his departure from traditional Marxism-Leninism. Schram labeled Mao a revolutionary nationalist who used Marxism-Leninism to achieve modernization in his backward country under an authoritarian context.38 Schram stated Maoism was unique in that Mao used the rural areas of China to stimulate and sustain his movement rather than industrial centers.39 This work was important for the research because it suggested that revolutionary movements adapted to their circumstances and cultural environments.

Mao Tse Tung was a biography written by Schram. The first three chapters of this book were the most useful. These chapters described Mao’s early childhood in Hunan, his days as a student in Changsha, and his exposure to Communism. Schram explained how the beginnings of the Chinese Revolution in 1911 and the period of warlordism shaped Mao’s worldview. The volatility of the period led Mao into experimenting with various educational opportunities. At one point, he even joined Sun Yat-sen’s army to help finish the revolution.40

38 Schram, Political Thought of Mao Tse Tung, 133.

39 Ibid., 137.

40 Schram, Mao Tse Tung, 34.
Mao’s wandering eventually led him to attend a school in Changsha where he intended to become a teacher. During Mao’s education, instructors exposed him to their ideas on nationalism, explanations of China’s current condition, and Communism. Schram explained in *Mao Tse Tung* how the political vacuum shaped Mao’s political thought and decisions.

Another biographical reference is Edgar Snow’s *Red Star of China*. Snow wrote this book during the Japanese invasion of China. Snow provided insights on the effects of imperialism on Chinese national unity. The invasion caused an outpouring of support to the partisan movement. Snow depicted Mao as an insightful political reformer that was keenly aware of the endurance required to survive an insurgency against the Imperialist Japanese. Snow described how Mao engineered a political reform and propaganda machine to gain more popularity that resulted in the recruitment of the largest guerrilla force in the world. Mao’s ability to portray Communist image as incorruptible contributed to getting massive support. Similarly, the Taliban gained early popularity by crafting an image that was pious and committed to restoring justice in the region. Snow also presented the importance of mass mobilization in guerrilla operations. This triggered the need to research mass mobilization deeper. To Mao, mass organizations were the guerrilla’s sinew of life. This suggested that other guerrilla organizations like the Taliban also saw mobilization as a key to its future success.

---

41 Ibid., 48. At Peking University, Mao was exposed to Communism by the head of the Peking Library Li Ta-Chao and a professor named Yang Chang-chi on July 1918.

Phyllis Frakt’s “Mao’s Concept of Representation” provided insights on the importance of mass mobilization in revolutionary movements. Revolutionary leaders such as Mao and Lenin had to determine where popular support came from, and how the support would be controlled and maintained. Another idea brought up by both of these authors was that a procedure needed to be put in place to respond immediately to the true concerns of the population. In Mao’s case this was the mass-line theory. Populist tactics were essential in maintaining the life of a revolution. If the selected demographic group was too small, it would in essence limit the effectiveness of the movement. If too large, the revolution would require more and faster means to meet the demands of the populist powerbase.


44Maurice Meisner, “Leninism and Maoism: Some Populist Perspectives on Marxism-Leninism in China,” The China Quarterly, 45 (January-March 1970): 26. Lenin had a problem of bridging the gap between the intelligentsia and the masses centres on the question of who are the bearers of true socialist consciousness and how that consciousness is to be fashioned into a historically dynamic revolutionary force. Meisner pg 10. Mao emphasized (at least until recent years) the indispensable leadership role of the Party, but he has also argued passionately that true revolutionary knowledge ultimately comes from the people themselves and that Party leaders and cadres must therefore “learn from the masses” and “acquire the good qualities of workers and peasants.”

45Frakt, “Mao’s Concept of Representation,” 691.
both detailed the differences among the related ideologies.⁴⁶ He detailed Mao as not falling in line with hardcore Leninists, but implied that although the spirit of Communism existed within Mao, there were large differences on what intended group was in charge of the world revolution, as well as the development phases of nation-states when Communism was implemented in a European nation compared to an Asian one.⁴⁷

Meisner also has a book entitled *Mao’s China*. Meisner was a key reference to understand the differences of Maoism and knowing its lessons learned in social reform. It was also a history that centered on the development and modification of Communism. Meisner traced the evolution of the Communist ideology, the implementation of Mao’s ideas on land reform, industrialization, land collectivization. Meisner stated in his work that Maoism in of itself was a unique derivative of classic Communism.

**Taliban Sources**

In order to better understand Taliban strategy, it is important to know the context behind the Taliban movement and methods the organization used to gain power. The author used several sources to understand the Taliban’s history prior to the 9/11 attacks. These consisted of *The Taliban and the Crisis of Afghanistan*, *Taliban: Militant Islam, Oil and Fundamentalism in Central Asia*, *The Rise of the Taliban*, and *Koran, Kalashnikov*

---


and Laptop. These authors provided the history of the Taliban, and had entire chapters explaining Taliban strategy and goals.

*The Taliban and the Crisis of Afghanistan* discussed the Taliban’s rise to power in the early 1990s. Crews and Tarzi explained a macro-view of the Taliban, and thoroughly discussed its inextricable link with Pakistan. The book was a diplomatic historical reference and a political criticism on the inner-workings of the Taliban as a revolutionary movement. Various authors in the book examined the Taliban’s movement’s political, military and diplomatic elements to determine the causes behind its sudden rise, propensity in moving through the convoluted world of Pastunwalli warlord politics, and its focus on sharia law as an end all be all in administratively running state functions.

Crews and Tarzi noted some of the flaws in the Taliban’s revolutionary strategy. One potential flaw and vulnerability was its rigid focus on the military aspect of its movement with no regard to forming modern federal institutions. The Taliban would eventually lose its power and credibility since its campaign plan is absent of any economic and social reform. Furthermore, the Inter-Service Intelligence (ISI) based its

---


49 Neamatollah Nojumi, “The Rise and Fall of the Taliban,” in *The Taliban and the Crisis of Afghanistan*, ed. Robert D. Crews and Amin Tarzi (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2008), 109. There are significant differences between a popular movement in opposition and one facing the challenges of governing once in power. Like many other revolutionary movements, the Taliban failed to differentiate between running a popular militaristic movement and administering a functioning state.
relationship with the Taliban's ability to gain and maintain control of Afghanistan. Part of the Taliban's survival, funding, and training depended on maintaining that relationship with the ISI. A break in this relationship led the ISI to seek a more effective group to accomplish Pakistan's strategic ends in the region. An example of this was when the ISI broke its relationship with Hikmatyar in favor of the burgeoning Taliban.  

Crews and Tarzi delved into the populist dimension of the Taliban's success. This was attributed to the Taliban's keen understanding of Pashtun culture. The Taliban's understanding of Pashtun culture allowed them to leverage and use proper coercion techniques to force unity among tribes from Spin Boldak to Mazar-e-Sharif.

_Taliban_ by Ahmed Rashid provided a wealth of information on the Taliban following the withdrawal of Soviet forces in 1987. Rashid was another authoritative source for anyone studying the Taliban, its agenda, and strategic impacts. Rashid is a correspondent to Central Asia, Afghanistan and Pakistan for the _Far Eastern Economic Review_. The book was a culmination of his twenty-one years of experience in Afghan affairs.
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50 Adulkader Sinno, “Explaining the Taliban’s Ability to Mobilize the Pashtuns,” in _The Taliban and the Crisis of Afghanistan_, ed. Robert D. Crews and Amin Tarzi (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2008), 64. Nasirullah Khan Babar, Pakistan's interior minister was the chief advocate of shifting support from Hekmatyar to the Taliban.

51 Sinno, “Explaining the Taliban’s Ability to Mobilize the Pashtuns,” 61. The Taliban were able to assimilate Pashtun leaders by making effective use of expert knowledge of the Pashtun power tapestry and devising sophisticated strategies that sidelined opposition at little cost.

Rashid described how the Taliban movement evolved from Deobandi Islam into a unique and errant form of Islam as a result of the ideological vacuum from the post-Soviet invasion. The forming of extremist madrassas preached a version of Islam absent of context and Afghani history. As a result, students of these schools transformed into radical disciples, and trained to deem Taliban theology as inerrant.

Rashid, like Crews, also emphasized the Taliban’s links to Pakistan’s ISI, and described ISI’s inability to gain dominance over the Taliban’s affairs despite its ongoing assistance. Rashid described an organization that looked to the ISI to gain the capacity to capture Kabul in its initial stages, but went rogue eventually to pursue an ill-designed strategy to establish governance through a brutal interpretation of sharia law.\(^{53}\) Rashid went on to explain how their application of sharia law erased any remnants of Afghanistan’s culture and administrative capacity. These edicts issued by the Taliban relinquished the influence of women from their society, and removed traditions that took centuries to develop.\(^{54}\)

Rashid depicted a bleak future for Afghanistan, and concluded that the Taliban was on the verge of splintering.\(^{55}\) Taliban came as a result of a failed state that underwent years of civil war so chaotic that any group that could bring a sense of order would gain support from the population regardless of its ideology. Enabling the Taliban to impose

\(^{53}\)Rashid, *Taliban: Militant Islam, Oil and Fundamentalism in Central Asia*, 185. Despite efforts to help and control the Taliban, they were nobody’s puppets and they resisted every attempt by Islamabad to pull their strings.

\(^{54}\)Ibid., 108. One fourth of the administration workforce was women, elementary teachers were women

\(^{55}\)Ibid., 212. “Divisions within the Taliban are multiplying so fast and it is not unlikely that more moderate Taliban may mount a coup against Mullah Omar and the Kandahari ulema.”
sharia law caused a bad situation to become even worse. The skewed strategic priorities resulted in the disintegration of any remnant institutions and stopped support from the United Nations, and non-governmental organizations that had kept the country afloat.

The most recent book out of the four was *Koran, Kalashnikov, and Laptop: The Neo-Taliban Insurgency in Afghanistan* by Antonio Guistozzi.\(^5^6\) Guistozzi departed from the others in that he went over the more recent strategies of the Taliban after being removed from power in 2001.\(^5^7\) Guitozzi described the Taliban as an adaptive organization with a strategy that was changing constantly from lessons learned. Guitozzi mentioned the Taliban’s current strategy was different from classic insurgencies of the 1940-1980s.\(^5^8\) He assessed the Taliban has the ability to transform into an international movement one, rather than confined only in Afghanistan.

Many Taliban sources could be found in several online databases. These consist of Jane’s Terrorism and Security Monitor and the Columbia International Affairs Online. Jane’s Terrorism site contained the most recent Taliban events from the tactical to strategic levels. Columbia International Affairs Online had articles from major think tanks on the Taliban strategy like the American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research and the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. A highly useful source
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\(^{58}\) Guistozzi, *Koran, Kalashnikov and Laptop*, 234.
for researching Taliban strategy came from the Petersberg Papers.\textsuperscript{59} This 198 page volume was a compilation of speeches from various Afghan officials and experts. The speeches detailed the obstacles the current government was facing against the Taliban. These papers gave important insights on the effectiveness of the Taliban strategy from the viewpoint of the Afghanistan central government.

Two research papers referenced several times in support of this research were The Evolution of the Taliban by Shahid A. Afsar and Christopher A. Samples and Human Geography in Afghanistan-Pakistan-Region: Undermining the Taliban Using Traditional Pashtun Social Structures. These two research papers from the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) provided other references in support of the research. They also contained answers on questions pertaining to the Taliban’s strategy and emphasis on mass mobilization.

The National Security Archive published a September 11\textsuperscript{th} Sourcebook with declassified US Embassy cables dealing with the Taliban.\textsuperscript{60} This source provided first-hand accounts of Taliban actions during their rise to power between 1996 and 2001. The sourcebook was broken into three separate volumes. These volumes covered the formation of the Taliban from the perspective of the US Embassy in Islamabad, Pakistan.


As a whole, these documents formed a Pakistan-centric view of the Taliban. The collection emphasized that the Taliban's movement and the ISI are inextricably linked with one another.

The Nine Eleven Finding Answers Foundation online source provided a collection of messages from various terrorist leaders to include Mullah Omar. These messages displayed the speed and effectiveness of the Taliban's informational campaign. The site also included video interviews with top Taliban leadership.

Another online source used was Peter Bergen's official webpage. Bergen is a print and television journalist. He has reported on Afghanistan and Pakistan for several American newspapers and magazines. The articles dated from 1998 to the present. His articles provided supporting evidence that were useful in the research.

In terms of visual sources, National Geographic has a documentary entitled *Inside the Taliban*. This visual resource summarized major events and showed who the key players were in the Taliban regime. Frontline also has several films that document first-hand accounts of Taliban operations and strategies. One of these films was entitled

---


Behind the Lines with the Taliban. This film was produced by an Afghan journalist who lived with an insurgent cell in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{64}

The film depicted the Taliban cells as small \textit{ad hoc} units comprised of a conglomeration of males from different parts of Afghanistan. They were supplemented with funds as well as foreign fighters with expertise in bomb making. These fighters displayed little understanding of any grand Taliban strategy except to rid the country of occupiers in the name of Allah. Cultural clashes among foreign fighters existed within their organization. It was apparent the conditions were ripe for even more decentralization in the Taliban organization to form potentially rogue or splinter organizations in the future. This film showed the level of organization, education, and cohesiveness inside terrorist cells.

CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN

This research was a comparative study of two revolutionary movements. The Maoist model was an example of a complete and successful revolutionary movement that possessed an ample amount of research sources. The *Selected Works of Mao Tse Tung* and authoritative Chinese historical sources provided information on fundamental elements in revolutionary strategy. Using Maoism as a baseline for comparison, the researcher sought to gain insights on weaknesses in the Taliban’s strategy. It was assumed elements of universality existed when it came to conducting revolutionary movements. Therefore, if the Taliban did not include these Maoism methods after comparison, it suggested a possible weakness existed in the Taliban‘s approach to achieve its own strategic ends.

**Research Methodology**

The research topic examined the Taliban’s strategy using the fundamentals of Mao. Insights on the Taliban’s strategic vulnerabilities were gained using this approach. Both the Mao and Taliban revolutionary movements had contextual similarities. For example, both China and Afghanistan transformed into failed states after the previously existing government dissolved. Civil war followed by a period of warlordism characterized the transitional phase between the time the Qing Dynasty collapsed, and the point Mao gained power with his CCP. Similarly, after the fall of the Peoples Democratic
Party of Afghanistan, Afghanistan experienced a devastating six year civil war.\textsuperscript{65} China and Afghanistan also encountered ideological and political vacuums. These particular similarities allowed for easier analysis, since they contained parallel phases. Thus, the first part of the research was to determine the degree of historical similarity between both revolutionary movements.

After understanding the similarities, the analysis ascertained whether Mao and Omar used their revolutionary movements to solve similar problems. This required a study of the major events that molded both movements’ philosophies within these ideological and political vacuums. What were the Taliban’s reasons toward adopting extremist anti-Western Islam ideologies and implementing? Why did Mao embrace Marxist-Leninism as the core of Maoism? Answering these questions defined the problem both movements attempted to solve.

The author used the research to understand the major precepts of both Maoism and the Taliban. This portion of the research was the first step toward finding vulnerabilities. The intent was to compare the completeness of the Taliban’s strategy to solve Afghanistan’s problems to Mao’s approach in China. This required reading several of Mao’s selected works in the areas of mass mobilization, his ideological theories, and his ideas behind guerrilla warfare and protracted war.

In order to find Taliban vulnerabilities, Mao’s \textit{Selected Works} were separated into three categories. These categories were comprised of Mao’s theories, his problems in achieving and maintaining mass mobilization to gain control of China, and the issues

\textsuperscript{65}The Afghanistan Civil War occurred 1987-1992 after the fall of Najibullah’s regime.
Mao faced in his participation in protracted war. Then relevant Taliban actions were researched to indicate whether or not the Taliban coincidentally followed Maoist theory. If there was an inconsistency, further research assessed whether this suggested a potential flaw or vulnerability in the Taliban’s revolutionary strategy under the argument that Mao’s revolutionary strategy worked and was successful.

The research determined that a successful revolutionary movement like Mao’s required effective mobilization of the masses in order to build military forces and provided a means to build political power. Mao’s *Selected Works* and journal articles on the subject provided a list of vital elements that contributed to successful mass mobilization. Four specific elements taken from Maoism and journal articles were the use of anti-imperialist themes, the use of coercive violence, mass-line theory, and hero worship.

The researcher studied The Taliban’s recent actions to assess whether these same elements designed to achieve successful mass mobilization existed. Recent Taliban actions from books, newspaper articles, recent journal articles, and online search engines provided information necessary to understand the Taliban’s behavior. The Taliban’s mobilization efforts were diagnosed off of a Maoist standard to determine whether possible vulnerabilities existed in the Taliban’s approach to maintain effective cohesion.

The third area that was compared to gain insights on Taliban vulnerabilities was Mao’s use of guerrilla warfare and his ideas on protracted war. Protracted war was a politically-charged method Mao used to fight against Japanese imperialism during the
midpoint of the Chinese Civil War.\textsuperscript{66} The research first presented the way Mao’s protracted war was organized using his works “On Protracted War” and “Problems with Strategy in Guerrilla War Against Japan.” This organization consisted of a strategic defensive, preparation for counteroffensive, and the actual execution of the counteroffensive.\textsuperscript{67}

Research of recent events assessed whether the Taliban were following a similar version of Mao’s protracted war. From this comparison, the author suggested vulnerabilities in Taliban strategy by first pinpointing what phase the Taliban were currently operating in Mao's protracted war template. Knowing which phase in protracted war allowed the author to determine whether the corresponding vulnerabilities Mao expressed were applicable to the Taliban’s situation.


CHAPTER 4
ANALYZING AND INTERPRETING THE EVIDENCE

Maoism

In order to understand Maoism, it was important to grasp the principles of Marxist-Leninism. It was even more important to understand the intent of Marxist-Leninism as well. Lenin believed a society could evolve and transform into a utopian society based on a “common control of production in the interest of reciprocity, expressive work, and the satisfaction of the needs characteristic of cooperating human beings.”

To reach this point required following stages of Marx’s revolutionary doctrine. The beginning stages involved an armed uprising of oppressed working class proletariat led by Communist Party leadership. The enemy was the oppressive capitalistic bourgeoisie.

After the armed uprising, the proletariat gained political control. The proletariat’s gaining of political control led to an economic change where socialization occurred and private property was abolished. Eventually, the whole concept of the state ceased to exist resulting in a stateless and classless society.

Historical Context Behind Maoism

By 1911, China had already fought sixty years of war both internally and against foreign powers. Engagements such as the Opium Wars in 1856 against the British and
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Russo-Japanese War shaped China’s negative perceptions of capitalist Western foreign powers. Foreign powers France, Great Britain, and Russia had taken control of most of the major economic coastal centers, and forced the Chinese into unfair trading practices. The Taiping Rebellion, Boxer Rebellion, and the Chinese Civil War taught the Chinese the powerful effects of outside ideas on the population as well as an understanding how these ideas could break China apart.

The central government became more powerless. The credibility of the Manchu Dynasty decreased based on its inability to maintain stability. Eventually, Sun Yat-Sen’s Republican Revolution would force the Manchu rulers to step down and be replaced by a provisional Republic of China. China transitioned into a state of control under a league of warlords that brought order, and in some cases justice in their respective zones.

At the conclusion of World War I, the Treaty of Versailles officially ended the war. Through the treaty, allied leaders allowed Imperial Japan to seize German concessions in north China. This action caused a wave of widespread nationalism and protest. In reaction, the Chinese looked for solutions to transform China into a strong and modern nation. Many Chinese such as Mao looked to Lenin’s version of Communism to fulfill these goals.

---
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Sun Yat-sen integrated the Chinese Communists into his Nationalist effort in exchange for Lenin’s military advisory support and equipment. Led by Chiang Kai Shek, the Nationalists and Communists managed to fight the warlords through the Northern Expedition and unite the country under the KMT.⁷⁷ After reunification, the KMT and the CCP debated over the next strategic step. By this point, the left-wing CCP organized peasant movements again threatening China’s stability.⁷⁸ In reaction, Chiang Kai Shek exterminated several thousand communists. The massacre forced remaining communists to scatter into the rural areas.

The communists took advantage of this by organizing peasant associations, and mobilized the peasants successfully throughout south-central China in preparation to take control of the country. By 1930, the Chinese Civil War began between the KMT and the CCP. In 1937, the Imperial Japanese invaded China.⁷⁹ A temporary alliance between the KMT and CCP was formed to fight against the Japanese and brought the Civil War to a standstill. This alliance lasted until 1945 upon Japan’s surrender after the bombing of Hiroshima, and the end of World War II.

These events shaped Mao’s ideology. Mao encountered the damaging effects of the political vacuum. He also saw how a weak government could be swayed easily by corruption and exploitation by Western powers. During the Chinese Civil War, he also experienced the impact a united front had on bringing unprecedented cohesion among various political groups. Thus, from these past experiences, Mao saw that his ideology

⁷⁸Ibid., 40.
⁷⁹Ibid., 49.
needed to bring a majority of the population together to regain China’s prominence, and resist against the actors that led to its previous downfall. Leninism provided the framework to develop his ideology.

**The “Sinification” of Leninism**

Leninism provided a plausible, if incomplete explanation of history and ideal for social organization, and a detailed strategy for mobilizing, organizing and bringing these changes about. Lenin did not believe that his ideology could apply to countries like China. Lenin referred to China as a “backward country.” These were the countries that did not have the industrial-based capacity to undergo a social transformation under classic Communist theory. Lenin believed that only the proletariat and the bourgeoisie had ability to affect society. Traditional Leninism emphasized a need for organization. One major departure from Maoism was Lenin’s use of gifted individuals that act on behalf of the proletariat. This group is referred to as a vanguard.
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82 Mostafa Rejai, *Political Ideologies: A Comparative Approach* (Armonk: M.E. Sharpe, 1995), 53. Peasants were below the proletariat and bourgeoisie and according to Leninism only those two classes were capable of establishing domination over society as a whole.”
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Communist party steered the agenda of the proletariat with a clear understanding of the party’s goals and the totality of society’s interests.\(^{84}\)

According to Lenin, peasants could be helpful in revolution, but incapable of actually running the revolution leading to socialism.\(^{85}\) One reason was based off his presumption that the peasant had a natural desire to own their own land which went against the Marxist principles. By the Third International Congress in 1920, he upgraded the role for the peasant to act side by side with the proletariat, but Lenin was still distrustful of peasants.\(^{86}\)

Mao in contrast believed that China’s peasants had the ability to organize and run the revolution in entirety against oppressors. Mao justified this in his “Report on An Investigation of Peasant Movement in Hunan.”\(^{87}\) Mao examined a particular uprising that had occurred in Hunan province between peasants and what he referred to as local tyrants and evil gentry.\(^{88}\) In the report, Mao described various economic and populist tactics the peasants used to strike fear in the local tyrants and empower themselves. He referred to these methods as the “Fourteen Great Achievements.”\(^{89}\)

The means to which the Hunan peasants built their powerbase came from the formation of peasant associations. Peasant associations in Hunan were well organized

\(^{84}\)Ibid.

\(^{85}\)Ibid.


\(^{88}\)Ibid., 1:25.

\(^{89}\)Ibid., 1:34.
with membership numbers rising into the millions. When organized, the peasants spoke in mass against local tyrants, evil gentry, and corrupt officials. The peasantry possessed the biggest potential powerbase for revolution. Peasant associations forced former oppressors to comply with them in regards to wages and fair practices. The associations also provided mutual protection amongst individual peasants.

Maoism was also distinctive from Leninism in its concepts of imperialism. Lenin’s definition of imperialism was an economic one. To Lenin, imperialism was a period of control by the big banks that had investments in oversea colonies, and the division of the world into colonial areas areas of domination and exploitation. Mao focused anti-imperialist views specifically against Western countries. The British, French and Russians forced the Chinese to sign a series of treaties that imposed heavy indemnities, and allowed the westerners to administer large regions on behalf of the Chinese Government. These acts of unfair economic practices fueled Mao’s ideas of anti-imperialism and Western hegemonism. Mao believed Western powers contributed to the desecration of China, and helped bring the country to ruin. He also attributed the weakening of China to specific classes of society that worked closely with imperialists. To Mao, the classes that maintained imperialism were the warlords, bureaucrats, the
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comprador class, the big landlord class, and the reactionary section of intelligentsia.”93 This set of classes embodied the parochial nature of Confucianism.94

Therefore, Mao attributed the ancient philosophies of Confucianism in hindering the country reaching full potential.95 During the same period, an ideological vacuum occurred. The invasion of ideas such as democracy, liberty, individualism posed serious problems. Mao saw this phenomenon as a byproduct of imperialism. In addition, according to Mao the intrusion of various ideologies had already caused China internal chaos, and made it difficult to resolve contradictions among the masses.96 Thus, Mao used anti-imperialism as a means to control the ideological vacuum. Mao also used these anti-imperialist views as a mechanism to create a powerful sense of nationalism throughout China.

Mao’s use of peasants as a revolutionary force, focused on Western powers in his ideas of imperialism, and cultivated a third unique area of Maoism that departs from Leninism. This area is nationalism. While Leninism strived to do away with the state system altogether by reaching the utopian stage of Communism, Mao sought to do the opposite and strengthened the state. During the Chinese Civil War, Communists claimed


94Ibid., 1:13. –These classes represent the most backward and most reactionary relations of production in China and hinder the development of her productive forces. Their existence is utterly incompatible with the aims of the Chinese revolution.”

95Mao Tse Tung,”Dialectical Materialism,” in The Political Thought of Mao Tse Tung, 186. –Then we must struggle with all the old and rotten philosophical theories existing in China on the ideological front throughout the whole and liquidate the philosophical heritage of ancient China.”

96Schram, The Political Thought of Mao Tse Tung, 312.
to be the only truly national force, fighting not only the Imperial Japanese but, the
British and Americans as well.” Building nationalism helped Mao’s Communists gain
appeal.

**Historical Context of the Taliban**

The Taliban movement originated as a derivative of Deobandi Islam. The
formation of Deobandi Islam arose in British India as a movement to reform and unite
Muslim society as it struggled to live within the confines of a colonial state.” In 1857,
Indian Deobandis led an anti-British revolt, and were defeated. Deobandis sought to
revive and reinvent the modern Muslim as one that would revive Islamic values based
on intellectual learning, spiritual experience, Shariah law and Tariqah or the path.” As
a result, schools in support of Deobandi spread all across South Asia. These were referred
to as madrassas.

In 1933, King Zahir Shah, the king of Afghanistan, worked with Deoband to set
up state controlled madrassas. Eventually the madrassas expanded and transformed into
the Jamiat-e-Ulema Islam religious movement whose purpose was to propogate their
beliefs and mobilize the community of believers. By 1988, there were 8,000 madrassas
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with 25,000 unregistered ones, educating half a million students.\textsuperscript{103} Pakistan’s ISI played a large role in recruiting and funding madrassas especially during the era of Soviet expansion. These Deoband madrassas were aligned deliberately along the Pakistani border so that students could be indoctrinated quickly, and fight against the Soviet Union’s invasion. Rivalry among madrassas organizations ensued based on competition for funding the ISI.

After the Soviet Union withdrew in 1988, the existing Peoples Democratic Republic of Afghanistan was left to fend for itself. In nearly ten years of Soviet occupation, the Red Army along with Afghan allies killed 1.3 million Afghans and completely destroyed the infrastructure in both the urban and rural areas.\textsuperscript{104} By 1992 the Najibullah’s regime ceased to exist.\textsuperscript{105} Mujaheddin groups from both the north and the south raced to secure power in as large an area as possible. The power vacuum following the fall of Najibullah regime led to a destructive civil war amongst the Mujaheddin leadership and ravaged whatever was left in the country. Warlordism across Afghanistan was rampant. In 1994, President Burhanuddin Rabbani controlled the northeast portion of Afghanistan, and Kabul. Three provinces in the west centering on Herat were controlled

\textsuperscript{103}Ibid.


by Ismael Khan. Mujaheddin based in Jalalabad controlled the eastern area along the Pakistan border. The south and east of Kabul was controlled by Gulbuddin Hikmetyar.\footnote{Rashid, *Taliban: Militant Islam, Oil and Fundamentalism in Central Asia*, 21.}

In 1993, the ISI looked for new ways to install a Pakistan-friendly central government within Afghanistan. The Deoband and its Jamiat-e-Ulema Islam had built strong relations with Pakistan’s Bhutto Regime and the head of ISI, General Naseerullah Babar. Babar searched for a Pashtun group that could provide safe and controlled access through Afghanistan to benefit Pakistan’s trade around Central Asia.\footnote{Ibid., 90.}

Major roads throughout Afghanistan allowed goods to be shipped efficiently through Helmand province and Central Asia. Yet volatility from ongoing civil war resulted in a continual lack of situational control. Many of Pakistan’s cargo transport trucks had to go through several improvised checkpoints. Warlord factions had seized portions of the major roads and demanded payment so that cargo drivers could get through. It was here that the Taliban grabbed the attention of the Pakistan’s ISI. The ISI invested much to help Hikmetyar gain control of all Kabul, but was ineffective in taking full control of the city.\footnote{Ibid., 188. – When the Taliban emerged the ISI was initially skeptical about their chances. It was a period when ISI was in retreat, with the failure of Hikmetyar to capture Kabul and a shortage of funds. The ISI retreat gave the Bhutto government the opportunity to devise their own support for the Taliban.”}

The ISI looked to find a better organization that could set the conditions to institute a Pakistan-friendly regime that could enhance its trade economy. The Jamiat-e-Ulema Islam offered to take on this mission based on its strong relationship with Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto’s regime. Deobandi tradition in the
Jamiat-e-Ulema Islam had split since there was no existing central hierarchy in its network of madrassas. One of these split groups formed the core of what is now known as the Taliban. The ISI chose to hire the Taliban to provide security to protect Pakistan’s supply convoys.\textsuperscript{109} The Taliban first took control of Spin Boldak, an important city and entrance point between Pakistan and Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{110} This required seizing the city from Hekmetyar as well. Once the Taliban proved it could take over Spin Boldak and the major roads within Afghanistan, it provided Pakistan escort capability to ship materials through Afghanistan securely.

The Taliban also embodied a successful, but brutal way to restore justice and order in the country. A series of events allegedly triggered the formation of the Taliban. During the spring of 1994, a local warlord in Kandahar had kidnapped madrassa students and proceeded to abuse them in his compound.\textsuperscript{111} In reaction, Mullah Omar, the soon to be leader of the Taliban gathered students from local madrassas, rescued the victims, and killed the warlord.\textsuperscript{112}

\textsuperscript{109}Nojumi, \textit{The Rise of the Taliban in Afghanistan: Mass Mobilization, Civil War, and the Future of the Region}, 118. In October 1994, the Taliban seized the military garrison in Kandahar and kept commercial roads secure and free for exports, imports and travelers.

\textsuperscript{110}Rashid, \textit{Taliban: Militant Islam, Oil and Fundamentalism in Central Asia}, 27.


\textsuperscript{112}Ewans, \textit{Afghanistan: A Short History of Its People and Politics}, 182. Ewans states that this story on the Taliban inception reads well, but that the Taliban movement was formed more deliberately through funding and training from the ISI.
Such acts of justice brought immediate support and fame to the Taliban.\textsuperscript{113} ISI assessed the Taliban as the one group that could bring lasting security and order to the ravaged country. A string of successes followed Spin Boldak. The Taliban seized the capital city of Kabul on 5 November 1994.\textsuperscript{114} The Taliban continued its campaign to take control of all Afghanistan. In 1996, twenty-one of the thirty provinces were under Taliban control.\textsuperscript{115}

Northern Afghanistan was more difficult to seize. The population was not Pashtun. Tajiks, Uzbeks, and Hazaras lived in the northern regions. At this point the Taliban realized that organization was not one to share power, but planned to take over all of Afghanistan. In addition, sharia law would be enforced immediately upon takeover of the areas such as Mazar-e-Sharif which for the most part were untouched throughout the Soviet invasion and following the Civil War. The Taliban managed to reach Bamiyan a Tajik and Uzbek stronghold. The Taliban executed six thousand civilians as an act of reprisal in addition to a hasty attempt to push out Shia influence from Northern Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{116} By 1997, the Taliban had taken over most of Afghanistan.

Forceful mobilization of the Pashtun population, and funding from the ISI led to its streak of success. This made Mullah Omar a revered symbolic figure of the Taliban. He had accomplished something that no other Afghan could. He had formed a fragile conglomerate of tribes from Helmand to Kabul. He along with his followers seized the

\textsuperscript{113} Rashid, \textit{Taliban:Militant Islam, Oil and Fundamentalism in Central Asia}, 24.

\textsuperscript{114} Ibid., 256.

\textsuperscript{115} Ibid., 54.

\textsuperscript{116} Ibid., 74.
capital. In addition, as a symbol of his mandate from Allah to reform the country, Mullah Omar decided to symbolize his mission and role by wearing a garment that once belonged allegedly to the Prophet Mohammed himself.  

The Taliban imposed harsh sharia which included continued massive atrocities against the non-Sunni population. Mullah Omar interacted with Osama bin Laden and hosted training camps and provided leadership in areas under their control. After the 11 September 2001 attacks on the United States, the Taliban refused to hand over the Al-Qaeda leaders responsible for orchestrating them. The Taliban considered forcing Osama Bin Laden out of the country of Afghanistan, but Taliban leader Mullah Omar was committed not to turn against him. The United States led an invasion and ousted the Taliban from power. The Taliban fled Afghanistan following the attacks, and are currently operating along the Pakistan-Afghanistan border.

---

117 Ibid., 42. On April 4, 1996, Omar appeared on the roof of a building in the center of the city, wrapped in the cloak of the Prophet Mohammed, which had been taken out of its shrine for the first time in 60 years.


119 Jane’s World Insurgency and Terrorism, ―Taliban,‖ http://www4.janes.com.lumen.cgsccarl.com/subscribe/jwit/doc_view.jsp?K2DocKey=/content1/janesdata/binder/jwit/jwit0270.htm@current&Prod_Name=JWIT&QueryText=%3CAND%3E%28%3CAND%28%5DB%5DTaliban%28%5BC%5D%3E%29%29%2C+body%29%2C+%28%3CAND%28%3CIN%3E%29%29%2C+%3CAND%3E%28%3CIN%3E%29%29 (accessed October 22, 2010).
Taliban Political Ideology

The Taliban sought to establish its IEA under the ideology of the *Khelafat*. The state was intended to run under Islamic law referred to as shariah.\(^{120}\) The Taliban designated Mullah Omar the *amir ul-mumanin* (the leader of believers) when the Taliban seized Kabul on 4 April 1996.\(^{121}\) As the leader of believers, Mullah Omar was bestowed the authority to rule Afghanistan under a system of sharia law. The implementation of shariah was discussed by a group of religious scholars referred to as a *khalifah*.\(^{122}\) Regardless of the interpretation, the leader of believers was the ultimate decision making authority. Two bodies enforced sharia-based decisions. The religious police carried out what was decided in the Islamic courts and also conducted punishment.\(^{123}\) In addition, the Taliban stood up a Department for Preservation of Virtue and Elimination of Vice to enforced the leader of the faithful’s decrees. These decrees included the declaration of jihad whereby qualified Muslims were expected to fight.\(^{124}\)

The ideology of the *Khelafat* aimed at ending mischief, establish peace and security, protect life, wealth and honor, enforce sharia, and make the land of Afghanistan an exemplary state. Yet in terms of economic reform, the Taliban had virtually no plan.\(^{125}\)


\(^{121}\) Rashid, *Taliban: Militant Islam, Oil and Fundamentalism in Central Asia*, 42.


\(^{123}\) Ibid., 154.

\(^{124}\) Ibid.

\(^{125}\) Ibid., 175.
This was attributed to the absence of skilled professionals in the country. Without skilled professionals, there was no ability to gain professional knowledge that supported nation-building.\textsuperscript{126}

**Taliban Strategy**

There were two periods that needed to be analyzed for the research. These two periods included the strategic actions used by the Taliban before and after 9/11. Before 9/11, the Taliban’s strategy aimed at establishing a functioning IEA. Achieving this required the application of sharia law in all aspects of society. These laws did not allow meaningful development of governmental institutions such as health and education infrastructure. Sharia disallowed and marginalized the utilization of much of the remaining intellectual capital from providing their services to the general population.\textsuperscript{127} As a result, the Taliban relied mostly on nongovernmental organizations and humanitarian aid organizations to replace the IEA’s nonexistent governmental services. Understanding the nation-building strategy prior to 9/11 provided a glimpse of what the Taliban would do if the organization regained control of Afghanistan.

Antonio Guistozzi provided an overview of Taliban strategy after 9/11 in *Koran, Kalishnikov, and Laptop: The Neo-Taliban Insurgency in Afghanistan*.\textsuperscript{128}

\textsuperscript{126}Ibid., 176.

\textsuperscript{127}Rashid, *Taliban: Militant Islam, Oil and Fundamentalism in Central Asia*, 125. –There is no educated or professional class left in the country. In the several waves of refugees that left the cities since 1992, all the educated, trained professionals, even telephone operators, electricians, and mechanics have gone.”

\textsuperscript{128}Guistozzi, *Koran, Kalashnikov and Laptop: The Neo-Taliban Insurgency in Afghanistan*. 47
Taliban strategy was broken down into three distinct phases. These phases were the infiltration of the population, the creation of political structures, and the final offensive. The first phase required the Taliban to infiltrate the population. The Taliban entered various villages to identify facilities and people that were willing to provide sustenance, facilities, and spaces to hide weapons in support of insurgency operations.\textsuperscript{129}

The development of political structures depended upon marginalizing the existing central government’s efforts to rebuild institutions, and replacing them with a shadow government. Actions in support included assassination of intellectual capital required to maintain governmental services like teachers, doctors, and policemen.\textsuperscript{130} This also included damaging important government facilities like schools.\textsuperscript{131} Ruining the government’s efforts to reestablish governmental services opened opportunities for the Taliban to substitute them with its own services.\textsuperscript{132}

The final stage entailed a coordinated offensive. The Taliban attempted to conduct this third phase in 2006, but failed possibly from effective counterinsurgency operations prior.\textsuperscript{133} Currently, it was believed that the Taliban continued to seek support from the Muslim community in terms of funding and manpower. If the Taliban succeeded in delegitimizing the central government, then the Taliban’s next step would be to establish

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{129}Ibid., 100.
  \item \textsuperscript{130}Ibid., 102.
  \item \textsuperscript{131}Ibid., 103. In 2006-2007, the Taliban attacked 187 schools.
  \item \textsuperscript{132}Ibid., 104.
  \item \textsuperscript{133}Ibid., 123.
\end{itemize}
firm control of eastern and southern Afghanistan, push to influence western Pakistan and reestablish its version of the Islamic state.\textsuperscript{134}

**Parallels in History**

Understanding the parallels between both Mao’s and Omar’s rise helped gain insights in potential vulnerabilities in the Taliban’s strategy. The similarities in events showed that each movement was left to solve a similar type of problem. There was also congruence in the type of actors and mechanisms used to implement each movement strategy. The analysis provided the basis and justification to use Maoism in this comparative study.

Historically, the movements fell under a similar set of events and circumstances. Several parallels existed between the rise of Mao’s and Omar’s respective movements. These similarities included the sort of causes and resulting general condition of the state prior to each movement’s formation. Western power intervention in both countries was followed immediately by a collapse of the former regime. The collapse of the former regimes led to civil wars and a period of warlordism.

The Manchu dynasty lost its power in 1912.\textsuperscript{135} Once the Qing dynasty collapsed, civil war ensued throughout the country. In the case of Afghanistan, collapse of the

Peoples Democratic Party of Afghanistan was followed by a five year civil war. Civil war caused both China and Afghanistan to spiral into chaos. This cycle of similar events presented an opportunity for movements like the CCP and Taliban to gain control of the country.

The respective civil wars set conditions for ideological vacuums. Throughout China’s Civil War from 1916 to 1922, the ideas of Communism, capitalism, nationalism, socialism, and democracy each strived to take the place of the Confucian society. In Afghanistan’s Civil War, ideas of extremist Islam, nationalism, and traditionalism competed as the dominant philosophy. Both China and Afghanistan remained in a state of flux or stalemate as a result of continued competition and disagreement over what political ideology best suited overseeing a possible phase of reconstruction. In China the stalemate period included a varying number of competing warlords who maneuvered politically by using military force. In Afghanistan the loose alliances between the various Mujaheddin crumbled, and everyone started to pursue their own goals. In order to settle this ideological stalemate within each respective countries, both the CCP


and the Taliban needed to implement a revolutionary strategy to reconcile warlords and dominate internal competing ideologies.

Both movements worked with more powerful political elements. In Mao’s case, it was the Communist Comintern which provided intellectual guidance and support for the CCP. For the Taliban the more powerful political element was the ISI. The Communist Comintern and the ISI both had strategic agendas separate from the individual movement. The Communist Comintern desired worldwide revolution. China on the other hand used Communist ideology to reinvent its central government, and reunite the country. The ISI wished to form a regime in Afghanistan that was Pakistan-friendly and stable. The Taliban wished to establish an IEA.

**Parallels in Political Ideology Intended Enstates**

Although the means of each movement’s strategy were very different, the general endstate for both the CCP and the Taliban were similar. In addition, the root causes for frustration that led to the development of the movements were also similar. Mao’s and Omar’s motivations to start their movements came from a desire to restore their respective countries into a state of former glory. Their targeted frustrations were based on the presence of corruption, and that these corrupt practices caused China and Afghanistan’s current state of affairs.

Both countries experienced a period of invasion from outside powers and civil war. These countries suffered large losses in population and infrastructure as a result. Although Lenin wanted to rid the concept of the State, Mao’s ideology aimed to restore

---

the strength of China. Schram believed that Mao’s sense of nationalism led him to accept Leninism.141 Mao stated that — the great union of the Chinese people must be achieved. Gentlemen! We must all exert ourselves, we must all advance with the utmost strength. Our golden age, our age of brilliance and splendor, lies ahead!”142 This quotation expressed his belief that China could regain former glory.

Mullah Omar spoke of transforming Afghanistan into an exemplary state of Islam.143 Omar’s aims and objectives comprised of regaining the status quo that existed prior to the US-led invasion in October 2001. Yet the desire of restoring the traditional Islamic system of the Khelafat demonstrated a desire by the Taliban to restore a system that represented an age when the Islamic state was at its height in scientific and military superiority.144

Targeted frustrations in both strategies were also similar. One of the basic functions of each ideology was to get rid of institutions of corruption. Each movement believed that corrupt practices contributed heavily to the downfall of their respective societies. Based on the historical context, Mao targeted Western powers and those Chinese elements of society that worked hand-in-hand with them. In Analysis of the Classes in Chinese Society, Mao believed that enemies of the revolutionary movement

---


142 Ibid., 164.


were those associated with the league of imperialism hindered the development of China’s productive forces. The Taliban described corruption as those vices and entities that caused a departure from the true teachings of the Prophet Mohammed. The ideology looked to end mischief in the country and oust leaders who are devoted to self-centered positional power.” Like Mao, the Taliban rejected classes of society linked to exploitative Western powers. Afghan intellectuals and technocrats were rejected since the Taliban considered them products of a Western or Soviet-style education. Although sharia was primarily used to run the Khelafat, its dual purpose was to institute a system enforcing purity and absence of corrupt practices.

**Analogous Ideological Mechanisms**

Both ideologies possessed analogous components. Maoism and Taliban ideology are both distinct culturally, but possessed similarities in their oppressor-oppressed dialectic, a driving vanguard body, and a way to mobilize and indoctrinate. This was a broad analysis, but was needed to realize the universality of mass mobilization and the need for levels of competent leadership in order to conduct revolutionary operations successfully.

---


146 Nojumi, *The Rise of the Taliban in Afghanistan: Mass Mobilization, Civil War, and the Future of the Region*, 154. “Anyone who refuses to obey the Ameer-ul-mumineen will be called a rebel according to sharia and requirement to execute them.”

147 Ibid.

Mao explained that the proletariat was oppressed by a bourgeoisie, the landowning class that controls a workers livelihood. The bourgeoisie were linked to imperialistic powers like the merchant or comprador class.\(^{149}\) According to Mao, this bourgeoisie class exploited both China’s progress and had already performed unfair actions against the peasant class. In the Taliban’s dialectic, the oppressed were members of the Taliban and the all qualified Muslims willing to participate in jihad. The oppressor in the Taliban’s dialectic were warlords, corrupt puppet governments, and Western countries seeking to weaken the Islamic extremist movement. In Maoism, the CCP was steered by the proletariat. As mentioned earlier, this is one characteristic that digressed from traditional Communism. The Taliban movement had a religious-based vanguard. The khalifah acted as the determinant of the revolution’s direction. Ultimate decisions came from the amir, Mullah Omar.

Both movements had means to indoctrinate and recruit soldiers to support the revolution. The CCP stood up various peasant associations to mobilize the force structure required to fight against the bourgeoisie. The Taliban relied on a madrassas spread across the Afghan-Pakistan border to recruit, indoctrinate, and train young men in support the jihad movement against oppressors.

**Parallel's Purpose**

The correlation between various groups in both movements served to understand how Maoism can be used to gain insights on the Taliban strategy. The parallels gave credence to the suggested vulnerabilities gathered from further data collection and

analysis. There were similarities in the timing both movements arose. These historical similarities resulted in Mao and Omar to seek a common type of endstate. Within each ideology were components that provided a generally similar function to conduct revolutionary operations. One action common to both revolutionary movements was executing mass mobilization effectively.

A Suggested Taliban Vulnerability Using Mao’s Protracted War

Mao outlined in “On Protracted War” how a weaker military power such as China could defeat the more powerful Imperial Japanese army. According to Mao, three conditions needed to be met to accomplish a successful protracted war. These conditions consisted of maintaining a united front, the gaining of international support, and the loss of the enemy’s home-based support.

First, China needed to sustain a strong united front against the enemy. Mao predicted growing Chinese resentment following a decision to proceed in fighting against the invading Imperial Japanese.\(^{150}\) Mao anticipated large numbers of casualties and a constant shortage of materials and weapons compared to the enemy. The Chinese needed to maintain a united front regardless of these setbacks. Mao stated that “the united front must be persevered in; only by persevering in the united front can we persevere in

Fortunately, there was unprecedented unity among the Chinese political groups. The KMT and the CCP joined forces to form a united front.

China also required a large amount of international support for its resistance to succeed. Gaining international support isolated Imperial Japan politically, and caused neighboring countries to see the invasion as illegitimate. Mao anticipated that Japan’s isolation forced the country to reevaluate its actions in order to avoid further damage of its country’s reputation. Fortunately, China gained international support throughout its resistance against Imperial Japan.

Third, Imperial Japan needed to experience a lack of internal support. Continued deployment of Japanese forces degraded the country’s support for the Chinese invasion. Moreover, the economic strain the war compounded internal resentment against the war. Increased casualties coupled with long troop deployments from home contributed to growing Japanese opposition. Mao expected this condition to occur and played a factor in leading the Japanese to seek a compromise.

A caveat to China achieving these three conditions laid in the timing of when these conditions occurred. Mao did not know how long the protracted war against the Japanese would last. According to Mao, strategic success depended on maintaining a

---

151 Ibid., 2:154. —“To win victory, we must persevere in the War of Resistance, in the united front and in the protracted war.”

152 Snow, Red Star Over China, xxvi. In July 1937, an agreement was signed for joint Nationalist-Communist war of resistance against Japan. Pg 23 On Protracted War Mao stated —“To win victory, and yet neglect political mobilization is like wishing to go south by driving the chariot north” and the result would inevitably be to forfeit victory.

153 Mao, On Protracted War,” 2:139. —“Widespread guerrilla warfare and people’s anti-war sentiment will wear down this big Japanese Force.”
united front long enough for the other two conditions to occur. In order to defeat and destroy the forces of Japan, Mao believed that the unity of China was the most important of the three conditions.

Suggested Taliban Vulnerabilities in Mass Mobilization

Mass mobilization was the method through which a centralized political organization attempts to implement widespread changes in a society. Socially, mass mobilization created a new structure by modifying and breaking the theoretical borders between social classes. If a revolutionary movement failed to accomplish widespread mass mobilization, a movement was ineffective because there was no acting group.

Mass mobilization requires a phase of mass organization and mass participation. These phases are interchangeable. Mass organization occurs when the population forms groups. Mass participation on the other hand was the point when either individuals or organizations attempt to cause changes in within their own social class.

154 Ibid., 2:142. “It should be reiterated that the change from inferiority to superiority and the completion of preparations for the counter-offensive will involve three things. Namely an increase in China’s own strength, increase in Japan’s difficulties, and increase in international support.”

155 Ibid., 2:117. “Three conditions are required to defeat and destroy the forces of Japan: first, the establishment of an anti-Japanese Front in China; second, the formation of an international anti-Japanese united front; third, the rise of the revolutionary movement of the people in Japan and the Japanese colonies. The unity of China is the most important of the three.
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The scale of mass mobilization relied on the numbers of those involved in mass participation. In *Investigation of a Peasant Revolt in Hunan Province*, Mao emphasized the importance in using peasants to institute social reform. In relation to mass mobilization theory, it was clear that one of the main reasons he selected the peasant population carry out revolution was for its sheer numbers.\(^{159}\) Mao expressed this point by saying—"This astonishing and accelerating rate of expansion explained why the local tyrants, evil gentry and corrupt officials have been isolated, why the public has been amazed at how completely the world has changed since the peasant movement.\(^{160}\"

Yet in a segment of the report entitled "Vanguards of the Revolution," Mao separated the peasants into three distinct groups. These groups were the rich, the middle, and the poor. He considered the willingness of these groups to participate in national revolution. For instance, Mao generalized that the rich peasant would generally enter the name of some sixty or seventy year-old member of the family for they are in constant dread of conscription. After joining, the rich peasants are not keen on doing any work for the peasant association. They remain inactive throughout.\(^{161}\) According to Mao it was the poor peasant that had always been the main force in the bitter fight and the most responsive to Communist Party leadership.\(^{162}\) Mao revealed an important consideration

\(^{159}\)Mao, *Report On An Investigation of the Peasant Movement in Hunan*, 1:33. "Without the poor peasant class, it would have been impossible to bring about the present revolutionary situation in the countryside or to overthrow the local tyrants and evil gentry and complete the democratic revolution."

\(^{160}\)Ibid., 1:35.

\(^{161}\)Ibid., 1:31.

\(^{162}\)Ibid., 1:32.
that impacted mass participation and in turn affected mass mobilization. This consideration was what specific group of people in the population was capable and willing to mass participate.

This same concept in mass participation could be applied to the Taliban. A majority of the Taliban’s fighters were Pashtun. In addition, the Pashtun made up forty-two percent of Afghanistan’s population. This was the largest ethnic group in Afghanistan. Having the support of the population’s majority does not in itself cause social change automatically. But through application of Mao’s logic, the number of Taliban fighters needed to be large enough to overwhelm any opposition. Thus, to implement national revolution, it would be logical to mobilize as much of the Pashtun population as possible.

The Taliban’s fighting force was not made up of hardcore Islamic extremists. The Taliban were a conglomeration of five distinct groups. These groups consisted of the purely ideologically driven madrassa students, genuine jihadist recruits provided by local village mullahs, various local allies and opportunists, and mercenaries. The first two groups were considered hardcore followers of Taliban ideology. Of these groups, those fighting fell between twenty to twenty-five years of age with Taliban commanders in

---

163 Rashid, *Taliban: Militant Islam, Oil and Fundamentalism in Central Asia*, 90. Rashid mentions that JUI formed inside the Pashtun belt in the Northwest Frontier Province (NWFP). It also gained influence over these southern Pashtuns. JUI formed the original Taliban organization.
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their thirties and forties. Therefore, Mao revealed a possible vulnerability in the area of mass participation. The Taliban required specific types of committed fighters numerous enough to participate actively in revolutionary actions.

Mass organization involved bringing participants together into groups. The mass organization phase was also critical in achieving successful mass mobilization. However, mass organization was not limited to only the Pashtun population. There were several groups in Afghanistan that achieved mass organization. These groups included the Taliban’s allies to such as Hizb-i-Islami, the Haqqani Network, and a small core of foreign Al-Qaeda militants operating in Afghanistan. Rival political groups included the Northern Alliance. Thus, several political groups formed in Afghanistan since the Soviet invasion. The very existence of various political groups suggested a second vulnerability to the Taliban strategy. If the Taliban looked to establish a united IEA in Afghanistan, then it would require unification of these political groups, according to its ideology. By unifying groups, both allies and rivals would need submit to the Taliban’s sharia law and its Khelafat. In addition, the Taliban would need to find a way to bridge differences among non-Pashtun groups and find common issues capable of bringing them together. Yet since 1994, many non-Pashtun groups like those in the Northern alliance have been opposed to

\[166\] Ibid., 38.

the Pashtun-heavy Taliban not only for political reasons, but for ethnic reasons as well. Therefore, this circumstance indicated that any meaningful unification in the short term seemed unlikely.\textsuperscript{168} If the Taliban were unable to achieve unity, then it placed the strategic goal of establishing the IEA in jeopardy.

\textbf{Vulnerability For Taliban Maintaining Its Own United Internal Front}

Mao's writings –On Protracted War” suggested an additional vulnerability of maintaining cohesion internal to the organization. The Taliban's organization was a network of franchises.\textsuperscript{169} This network had both ideologically motivated cadres, and smaller militant cells —that are sometimes in harmony with the Taliban's objectives.”\textsuperscript{170} These militant cells used the Taliban label for their local aims in return for support and cooperation.\textsuperscript{171} The cell was then expected to follow the strategic directives of the Taliban leadership. This decentralized operation suggested a possible vulnerability.

Defections from the Taliban were not prevalent, but did occur. They indicated instability inside the Taliban's organizational structure. \textit{Newsweek} reported that more than a thousand fighters had walked away recently from the Taliban insurgency over the past several months. The one thousand defectors did so as a result of seeing heavy losses
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from intense fighting. In 2010, a total of sixty-four of the Taliban’s members had defected to the local government.

The Taliban’s leadership is divided into three groups. These groups are the conservatives, the moderates, and the religious police. The conservative group is composed of those loyal to Mullah Omar and come from traditionalists. The moderate group had a more pragmatic approach to developing and running the IEA. The moderates were more flexible when it came to issues concerning women, and believed there needed to be a parliamentary apparatus to incorporate the concerns of various political and ethnic groups when developing edicts directing proper Islamic living. The third group is the religious police under the organization of Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice. This was an independent organization that implemented sharia law according its own interpretations of Islamic law. The religious police are closer to the conservatives in their beliefs.

---
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Internal disputes between the Taliban’s conservative and moderate members occurred on issues such as dealing with women’s roles, methods to preserve popular support, and the power arrangements of the IEA. For example, the conservatives and moderates debated on whether the IEA should allow women doctors and nurses to work in hospitals. Another instance illustrates a split in the Taliban leadership over ways to build a more positive image. The Taliban were split in regards to the use of suicide bombings due to the effect it had on civilian casualties and the organization’s popular support.\textsuperscript{176} Conflicts over the power-sharing arrangements with those Afghan political groups that could not be defeated militarily have also occurred. In order to solve this, moderates believed that the Taliban needed to explore ways to establish a viable administration that would serve the interests of all groups in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{177}

There are two instances where groups broke off of the main Taliban movement. In 2002, Jamiat-i-Khundam-ul Koran split from the Taliban in efforts to form a party of moderates, but was unable to rally enough support during parliamentary elections.\textsuperscript{178} In 2003, a controversy existed in the Taliban on whether an intensification of the insurgency was required. As a result a faction named Jaish-ul Muslimeen quit the Taliban in
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September 2003. One year later, the Jaish organization returned back to the Taliban. These instances indicate fissures in the organization.

Vulnerability For Taliban Gaining Positive International Support

According to Mao, winning protracted war relied primarily on maintaining a solid united front against the enemy. In addition, China required a level of international support. International support provided China additional political strength when they fought the Japanese. This was the second pillar necessary to achieve strategic victory. This same concept is relevant to the Taliban’s strategy.

The rigid viewpoints of the senior Taliban’s leadership and their unwillingness to compromise on human rights issues have marred the movement’s chances to gain the kind of international support Mao prescribed. In 1996 the United Nations’ Children Fund suspended education programs in Herat because girls were excluded. This suspension did not deter the Taliban. Again in 1996, United Nations Secretary submitted protest statements after massive media coverage of the Taliban’s hanging of former President Najibullah and the treatment of Kabul’s women. These protests also met with no Taliban response. These instances were examples of how the Taliban’s lack of compromise led to negative perceptions by the international community.
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Another issue that dampens the Taliban’s chances to gain international support is its reliance on opium. Farming of opium to earn revenue for the Taliban movement has also been looked down upon by the international community. Opium production constituted thirty percent of Afghanistan’s gross domestic product.\footnote{Farhana Schmidt,—From Islamic Warriors to Drug Lords: The Evolution of the Taliban Insurgency,” Mediterranean Quarterly (Spring 2010), http://web.ebscohost.com.lumen.cgsccarl.com/ehost/pdfviewer/pdfviewer?sid=647c5a1f-02de-42c3-9556-51c514d338c6%40sessionmgr12&vid=30&hid=24 (accessed May 2, 2011).} Before 2001, organizations like the United Nations’ Office on Drugs and Crime worked with the Taliban to find alternate viable crop substitutes. Yet based on the country’s dependence on opium to build revenue, progress has been slow. Opium production hinders the Taliban from gaining much needed international support in order to win protracted war.

Furthermore, the Taliban’s intolerance in abiding to mainstream Islamic norms and the Shia population, isolated the Taliban from countries like Iran and Saudi Arabia. In 1997, during the invasion of Mazar the Taliban decided to “cleanse the north of Shia.”\footnote{Rashid, Taliban: Militant Islam, Oil and Fundamentalism in Central Asia, 74.} As a result, United Nations estimate that between 6,000 to 8,000 Shia were killed.\footnote{Ibid.} The Taliban also detained and executed Iranian diplomats during its Taliban attack. This action infuriated Tehran, and worsened an already tense relationship between Iran and the Taliban. Saudi Arabia and the Taliban became tense in regards to the release of Osama bin Laden in 2001. In the Saudi perspective, the refusal by Mullah Omar to hand over Osama bin Laden undermined the authority of its Royal Family.\footnote{Ibid., 211.} As a result,
this perceived insult caused Saudi leaders to eventually stop any support, and further isolated the Taliban from the world community.\textsuperscript{188}

Therefore, the Taliban’s absence of strong international support presented a possible vulnerability. Without international support, the means to win protracted war may disappear. The Taliban have attempted to justify its intolerance by its interpretations of sharia. These interpretations were not palatable with the international community to include neighboring Islamic states like Iran and Saudi Arabia. If the Taliban looked to win its revolutionary war politically, then the organization had to find ways to bolster outside support.

\begin{center}
\textbf{Analysis of Taliban Strategy Using Maoist Contradiction}
\end{center}

Based on its strategy, the Taliban desired to “end mischief in the country, establish peace, and security, to protect life, wealth and honor and enforce the sharia, do jihad against leaders who are devoted for power and endeavor to make the land of Afghanistan an exemplary state.”\textsuperscript{189} After the Taliban took control of most of Afghanistan, they implemented their own version of sharia law in order to run the country. The body that enforced Mullah Omar edicts was the Department of the Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice. The organization had thousands of young men recruited with minimum madrassa education, and derived numerous edicts from their interpretation of sharia.\textsuperscript{190} These edicts covered every aspect of social behavior for

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{188}Nojumi, \textit{The Rise of the Taliban in Afghanistan:Mass Mobilization, Civil War, and the Future of the Region}, 189.
\end{flushright}
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\textsuperscript{190}Rashid, \textit{Taliban: Militant Islam, Oil and Fundamentalism in Central Asia}, 106.
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the population.\textsuperscript{191} The contradictions of disobedience to obedience were achieved by the use of religious police. Yet there were instances where enforcing the edicts took the highest priority.

There were several accounts where the Taliban used sharia law to resolve a single contradiction while disregarding others. For example, there was one instance where a widow was unable to earn money because women were not allowed to work. The religious police did not consider handling other types of contradictions such as suffering and non-suffering. Hence this particular lady became a beggar instead of working in the bakery where she was previously employed.\textsuperscript{192} Obedience to the published rules superseded other unconsidered contradictions.

Another example dealt with economics where the Taliban forbade the taking of interests on loans. Regardless of interest being the bedrock of the modern banking system, the Taliban rejected it.\textsuperscript{193} In this case rather than consider the contradiction that interest solves, the Taliban reverted to a literal interpretation to achieve blind obedience to Islamic law.

The use of Mao’s concept of contradiction suggested a vulnerability in the way the Taliban designed their overall strategy. These preceding vignettes illustrated the Taliban’s focus on resolving only one particular contradiction. Mao’s strategy sought to resolve the contradiction between the oppressed and the oppressor through national

\textsuperscript{191}Ibid., 107.

\textsuperscript{192}Ibid., 108.

revolution. The Taliban seeks to work out the contradiction between disobedience and obedience through sharia law.

The use of Mao’s contradiction concepts connoted that this same thought process was being applied by the Taliban in its revolutionary military actions. The Taliban’s strategy could be looked at as too military focused based on the organization’s interpretations to carry out jihad. This focus on following sharia strictly for the sake of resolving a particular contradiction may have caused the Taliban to ignore reestablishing governmental institutions, and the true needs of the population. This tendency to disregard other important contradictions deliberately and oversimplify social problems poses a possible vulnerability in the Taliban’s strategy.

Analysis of Taliban Strategy Using Maoist Dialectical Materialism

Mao’s “On Dialectical Materialism” provided insights to the idealistic nature of the Taliban’s strategy. The Taliban’s ideology is dedicated to the implementation and enforcement of its strict Deobandi form of sharia.\(^{194}\) Mao stated that “philosophical idealism and religious theology derives from their denial of the unity and material nature of the world, and is a result of the action of spirit.”\(^{195}\) The idealist philosopher George Fredrich Hegel held that the present world resulted from the development of the so-called


\(^{195}\) Mao, “Dialectical Materialism,” 188.
Based on Mao's definition, sharia fell under the category of idealism, because it was derived from an institution that separated movement from matter.

Taliban ideology placed consciousness, spirit, or concepts in place of objective reality. The Taliban leadership demonstrated idealism through its correspondence as well as its approach in establishing federal institutions. For example, the head of the Department of Religious Observances, Maulvi Qalamuddin stated, "We fought for sharia and now this is the organization that will implement it. I will implement it come what may." He implies that sharia was the first priority regardless of the physical economic and social ramifications. Another example demonstrated how idealism affected the building of federal institutions. After the capture of Kabul, the Taliban shut down sixty-three schools affecting 103,000 girls since it was against the principles of perfect Islam.

The Taliban's abilities to make decisions and plan off an idealistic strategy hinted at a potential vulnerability, because the Taliban's strategy placed higher priority on something intangible. Therefore, the ideology was more prone to disregard the material condition of the country. Mao’s dialectical materialism essay suggested the Taliban
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strategy was prone to remain static and less conducive to change since the idealistic principles it used to guide its strategy were rigid and immobile.\textsuperscript{200}

\textsuperscript{200}Mao, “Dialectical Materialism,” 189. Mao states that the idealist view the basic nature of the universe and society was eternally unchanging.
To understand Mao’s approach, it was important to comprehend the original intent behind the ideology’s formation. After years of exploitation and unfair economic practices by the Western regimes, and a series of internal battles, the Chinese people were frustrated. The Qing Dynasty had collapsed, and the country fell into a political vacuum. Mao believed a fundamental change was required in the country. He believed the change required a total revision of the social structure of China. In his opinion it was this structure of social classes that caused China to fall into ruin.\textsuperscript{201} Mao adopted Leninism, because it was an available plan that provided a means to implement social change.\textsuperscript{202} Yet Mao could not merely reapply Lenin‘s specific principles to China, he needed to modify them in order to fit China’s circumstances. Thus, he adopted Leninism for its essence and its basic dialectic.\textsuperscript{203}

Lenin’s dialectic was between the proletariat and bourgeoisie. These were two economic groups that Lenin believed were contradictions to one another. Lenin’s goals were to merge these classes through armed revolution in preparation for entering a stage of socialism followed by a utopian communist stage. When Mao adopted the dialectic, he

\textsuperscript{201}Mao, “Analysis of the Classes in Chinese Society,” 1:13. “Landlord and comprador class existence is utterly incompatible with the aims of the Chinese Revolution.”

\textsuperscript{202}Greiss, The Arab Israeli War, The Chinese Civil War, and the Korean War, 37.

\textsuperscript{203}Schram, Political Thought of Mao Tse Tung, 55.
modified it to landlord and peasant. Altering the ideology in this fashion was a wise decision in forming the CCP.

By changing the core dialectic, he was capable of tapping into the largest segment of China’s population at the time. In “Dialectical Materialism,” Mao dubbed the peasants as the true materialists and therefore the only group that could alter the course of China’s history. In “On Contradiction,” Mao again reinforced the point that it was the peasant who was the polar opposite of the landowning class. “Report on An Investigation of the Peasant Movement in Hunan Province,” convinced him that his idea’s of peasant led revolution were possible as well as potentially powerful to leverage other classes because of sheer numbers and the peasants’ ability to organize themselves.

Mao centered his ideology around the peasant population. Incorporating peasants caused his strategic goals to divert away from Lenin’s, and transform into nationalistic ones. Mao sought a regaining of China’s stature. The Communist’s approach to revolution was an aggressive enough means to accomplish this. Mass mobilization became the key concept for Mao to conduct a successful revolution. Yet mass mobilization was not simply the gathering of peasants. It was determined through the research that mass mobilization was multi-facted and that the decision to conduct mass organization and participation came with some considerations. Some of these considerations dealt with mobilizing the right people willing to fulfill the ideologies
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vision. Another consideration from “Vanguards of the Revolution,” was knowing that with mass mobilization came followers with varied levels of commitment. All mass participants were not necessarily willing to participate in armed revolution.\(^{207}\)

Rather than mobilize a smaller portion that could fight, Mao placed more focus on the peasant population as whole. This was because the true purpose of conducting mass mobilization was for its political effects. Organizing the peasant population was a political statement that supported the core of his ideology. By successfully mobilizing them, he validated the first steps towards his vision to rival factions especially the KMT. This validation threatened the survival of the KMT, because Mao’s movement gave peasants the perception that the KMT represented everything that caused China’s past failures. The KMT were corrupt and a proxy for the Western powers that oppressed the country.

The Imperial Japanese invasion in 1937 was in many cases fortunate for Mao’s cause, because it was the one event that could mass mobilize and unite all the groups in China.\(^{208}\) The invasion forced rivals to come together into a “united front” in order to withstand the forces of Japanese imperialism. The invasion caused unprecedented unity among the two warring factions. This was where the research found the most significant findings.

The actualization of the “united front” held the key in winning the war against the Japanese. Mao knew that the China was inferior to the Japanese in all aspects except for

\(^{207}\) Ibid., 1:31.

population. This was why the united front was so important. It was one of the only advantages the Chinese had, but in order to use it properly, Mao stated in *On Protracted War*, that the united front was a political maneuver analogous to the rallying of the peasants earlier in the Chinese Civil War.\(^{209}\)

The united front and mass mobilization go hand in hand. Thus protracted war and mass mobilization are inextricable from one another. They are inextricable because the united front made the three phases of revolutionary action work. To Mao mass mobilization gave him the three things he needed to win protracted war. These things were domestic popular support, a tool to campaign his cause to the international community, and a means to physically exhaust the enemy. These three elements incorporated the concept of mass mobilization and, revealed it as the fundamental requirement to winning protracted war and revolution.

Mass mobilization had a political message that accompanied it. In relation to protracted war, mobilization symbolized a population that was in full accord, and willing to defend itself. Such a message not only fulfilled the requirement for domestic support, but it also politicized the movement to the international community. Gaining international support was necessary, since it contributed to the political isolation of the enemy.

Mass mobilization also played a crucial role in physically exhausting the enemy. This particular function of mass mobilization required the most attention because it required a delicate balance between physically exhausting the enemy by military means while still preserving the force to sustain the domestic and international support.

Ironically, using mass mobilization to physically exhaust the enemy was not the sole

means to victory. It was the political purpose behind it. To Mao, attriting Imperial
Japanese soldiers itself did not bring about a strategic Chinese victory. The Japanese
government and its indigenous population needed to feel the effects the Imperial Japanese
army endured. Whether these effects were economical, military, or political did not
matter. What mattered was the Japanese decision to withdraw and shape the nation’s
psyche into thinking that its military actions were no longer worth the sacrifice.

Mao did not know when that point would be. All the CCP could do was keep the
organization alive, and garner the support that came with staying alive. The mission was
to maintain cohesion long enough using mass mobilization as the political tool until the
Imperial Japanese capitulated politically from its inability to fully legitimize its efforts
because of resulting isolation and lack of Japanese popular support. As a result, the
importance of Chinese mass mobilization to attain victory was validated.

So after realizing the importance of mass mobilization in China’s Civil War and
its engagement against the Japanese, its vulnerabilities were applied to the Taliban’s
strategy both before and after they lost power of Afghanistan in 2001. Mass mobilization
was applicable in both cases. As a result, insights were gained on possible vulnerabilities
within the Taliban’s organization.

The research first looked into the effects the Taliban ideology had on mass
mobilization. Unlike Mao, the core contradiction within its ideology was not focused on
the physical concerns of the population as a whole. The contradiction was not centered
around a designated economic social class, it was a religious contradiction in the realm of
disobedience to obedience, to god in turn the IEA. The ideology’s targeted audience
looked to assemble those that could help renew the glory of the Islamic state. The Taliban
looking to be the executor of gathering support for the movement struggled with ethnic and political limitations. Fortunately for the Taliban, most of them were familiar with Pashtunwali politics and could maneuver themselves brokering deals to achieve mass mobilization with other means if required.\textsuperscript{210} Other irreconcilable non-Pashtun groups were forced to abide to Taliban ideology through the religious police. These actions indicated that mass participation and organization to support the Taliban ideology was forced upon them and did not receive the committed response Mao’s ideology managed to achieve. This suggested a possible vulnerability in the Taliban to mass mobilize enough people to form a large enough force to implement its own version of protracted war.

The study also revealed the already existing mobilization within the Taliban organization has the potential to falter. Even prior to its loss of power, hardline, and moderate Taliban leadership were conflicted on the course of actions necessary to rebuild the country under the \textit{Khelafat}.\textsuperscript{211} These differences led to groups splitting away from the mainline Taliban hoping to implement their own changes. Yet these groups like Jamiat-i-Khundam-ul Koran and Jaish-ul-Muslimeen also suffered problems maintaining a strong hold of supporters and a unified effort. The formation of such groups demonstrated that the united front of the Taliban is liable to breaking apart occasionally.

\textsuperscript{210}Abdulkader Sinno, “Explaining the Taliban’s Ability to Mobilize the Pashtuns,” in \textit{The Taliban and the Crisis of Afghanistan}, ed. Robert D. Crews and Amin Tarzi (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2008), 78.

\textsuperscript{211}Nojumi, \textit{The Rise of the Taliban in Afghanistan: Mass Mobilization, Civil War, and the Future of the Region}, 82.
In the realm of protracted war is where other vulnerabilities lie. The Taliban have attempted to conduct protracted war with its fragile alliance. The Maoist revolutionary approach suggests that the Taliban may be far from achieving strategic victory because of its inability to gain the international support for its cause. Prior to losing power in Afghanistan, the Taliban had already had marginal worldwide support for its perceived abuses of sharia. In 2001, only Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates recognized them as an official state.\textsuperscript{212} Nongovernmental organizations and the United Nations had documented a less than favorable relationship with the Taliban regime. The Taliban’s struggle to gain the overwhelming support Mao prescribes as fundamental in winning protracted war.

Thus, the research provides two major insights on Taliban vulnerabilities. The findings suggest that the Taliban need to find a way to modify its rigid ideology in order to build stronger cohesion if it desires to achieve the levels of mass mobilization necessary to achieve victory. In addition, the research finds that if the Taliban desires to isolate the United States and its allies internationally, one of the first steps requires a significant change in the movement’s attitude toward human rights. Improving the movement’s international image would also include an attempt to normalize its relationship with other countries such as Iran and Saudi Arabia. Yet after having looked at the trends, building such relationship and isolating the United States and its allies is unlikely.
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